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EDITORIAL  There was a good attendance at the AGM and the meeting went quicly and smoothly. A sausage 
sizzle after the meeting went down very well. The motion that we investigate changing banks to lessen our 
present transaction fees we are working on. As soon as we have finalised a change we will email you with 
details.Here are the elected/re-elected club officers for 2015-16:

President: Ken McMillan                   Secretary/treasurer: Murray Herd

Committee members: Guy Marfell (editor), Tony Rogers, Phil Elvy, Peter Deacon.

Non executive members: 

Webmaster: Chris Brew

Safety Officers: Murray Herd, Tony Rogers.

Flying Instructors*:  Fixed wing mode 1:Tony Rogers, Murray Herd, Guy Marfell, Dave Grueber, Frank Carlisle.

 Fixed wing mode 2: John                    Rotay wing: Phil Aubrey                        

Wings test examiners: Guy Marfell, Tony Rogers, Murray Herd, Dave Grueber                            

 Groundsmen/tractor operators: Richard Craddock, Ken McMillan, Glen Treleaven.                             

AEROTOW DAY SATURDAY 16 MAY AT QUAIL DALE FARM UPPER WAIHOPAI VALLEY
This meet is for local members only, i.e. it is not an invitational organised fly-in. The venue is the same as the 
previous 2 aerotows. If the Saturday weather is bad the next day Sunday 17 will be used if possible.

 BMAC ANNUAL FLY- IN QUEENS BIRTHDAY WEEKEND AT ARA Saturday 30 May & Sunday 31 May
This is  our traditional annual fly-in and is open to all Model Flying NZ members with appropriate Wings class.

ARA vineyard is situated on SH 63 10 km West of Renwick. The entrance will be signposted. 
Check:https://www.google.co.nz/maps/@-41.5289506,173.7224428,188m/data=!3m1!1e3?hl=en   

Visitors may camp or park motorhomes at the flying site.The club portaloo is on site.

Registration $10 which will entitle you to two Sausage, bread, fried onions and sauce. Extra sausages may be 
purchased. The public may also purchase at the sausage sizzle.

Tea, coffee, hot water,  cups, continuously available at no charge.

Queens Birthday Monday 1 June will operate as a club day. Visitors and  BMAC members may continue to fly.

http://www.yr.no/place/New_Zealand/Marlborough/Renwick/
https://www.google.co.nz/maps/@-41.5289506,173.7224428,188m/data=!3m1!1e3?hl=en
http://www.modelflyingnz.org/
http://www.bmac.org.nz/index.htm
mailto:rex.ashwell@xtra.co.nz
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BMAC ANNUAL FLOAT- FLY  Lake Pinot Sunday 26 July
This annual event has been held for the last few years on the 
same property as our land-plane flying. ARA vineyard has a 
38 acre man-made lake and the club is fortunate to have 
access to this lake once a year. We have pencilled in this date 
with ARA management. The event is open to all financial 
members of other clubs. Specific details will be in the next 
Propwash and entrance security arrangements will be emailed 
out. In the meantime check out this sattelite view of Lake 
Pinot. The gently sloping beach we use is on the left hand 
side just above right angle bend in the lake. There is ample 
land on the left to fly hand-launched fixed wing, helicopters 
and multi-rotor models.

   
MYSTERY OBJECT ANSWER:

 

Last issue's mystery object was just 2 wooden pegs glued to a base. It then becomes 
handy holding things for soldering.  You can weight the base or clamp it in a vise as 
required. The centre pic show 2 wires being joined: tin the bare wires with solder first, 
then arrange the wires close together and sweat them together with the soldering iron 
with at most just a touch of extra solder. Of course you would have threaded on a 
piece of heat shrink tubing first so that it can be pulled over the joint and shrunk. You 

can extend servo leads this way and make them exactly the required length. Right pic shows the wooden peg 
holding a motor connector for soldering to a wire. Again tin (sweat solder in) the connector solder bucket and the 
bared wires separately, then put them together apply the iron and a touch more solder. Good soldered joints 
should look smooth and shiny.

MINI REVIEW:  ANNOTHER CONNECTOR SAFETY LOCK
Available from the local hobby shop (Roselands Pets & Plants) are 
these plastic clips which very firmly hold together servo extension 
leads. The pic shows a mauve clip by itself and a yellow clip snapped 
into place holding the mated plugs firmly together. Very effective 
although a little expensive.

NEXT MYSTERY OBJECT: With my fingers for comparison, it's a pretty small object. Answer next issue.



THE INTERWEB THINGEE     by Rex  

What a great bout of brilliant weather we have had lately, cool evenings to be sure, but glorious days just right for 
flying - if you haven’t been doing any you are missing out. With any luck we’ll see something similar for the fast 
approaching Float-Fly and the Fly-In. You’ll all be aware that the editor has had a lot on lately attending to health 
issues (some were even his own) and because of this there was a pretty big delay to the last newsletter. 
Hopefully we are over that now because I’ve got so many YouTube links backed up I can’t figure out which ones 
to use. As usual I’ve tried to cover a broad range of subjects so I hope there is something here that appeals to 
you:

I’m sure most of you will have seen the two Joshes and their Flite Test site. It started out as fun stuff, and there is 
still some of that, but they frequently have articles on technical subjects. I figured that with the Float-Fly coming 
up this clip may be of interest. I’ve had something about Corrosion X before in this column but this is directed 
specifically at aeromodellers and Flite Test's tame geek does put on a good demo with a helicopter.

 Flite Test | Waterproofing Electronics - YouTube▶

There seems no end to the wing suit phenomenon. Why anyone would want to use his head as the tip of a 
projectile aimed at a target is completely beyond me. It undeniably makes for spectacular footage and I suppose 
that’s the point. Given the velocity and the potential for massive blood loss, Nutter of the Month goes to Chile this 
time.

 Sebastian Alvarez - Wingsuit Precision Flight VIVA CHILE! - YouTube▶

Here’s one for the warbird fans and the history buffs. I remember a Lancaster passing through Changi 
(Singapore) in the sixties and I was amazed at how small it was, so I’m not sure "Reunion of the Giants” is the 
title I would have used for this short film. I guess they were giants in their day - either way, this is a nice clip of a 
couple of the icons of WW2 flying together.

https://www.youtube.com/v/5Ol2rem6d3g&autoplay=1&rel=0

I would think that it’s not often that a model power system shows the way for a full-size aircraft but that’s what 
happened here. Airbus have undoubtedly created the biggest EDF ever built. I know that electric power is starting 
to appear in some specialist light aircraft but I never expected this. Quite incredible…… how long before 
someone produces a model of it?

 Airbus E-Fan electric aircraft - YouTube▶

This should keep the jet fans happy because this is SOME MODEL! This magnificent beast is the 1/4 scale 
Airworld F104 Starfighter and according to Model Flyers World there was one of these at the Anzac Jet Meet at 
Tokoroa this year - sorry, I don’t know if it was from NZ or Aussie. I’m not sure where Victor Calvo comes from 
either (I’m guessing Spain), but I know he’s had a string of fabulous models.

 F 104 STARFIGHTER ( Airworld ) - Víctor Calvo - 06/10/2014 - YouTube▶

No video here, just photos, and black and white photos at that. I’ve seen one or two collections like this which 
offer a look at the conditions aircraft operated in during the First World War. I found the shots taken over the 
trench lines particularly interesting and I suppose the subject matter is topical at this time.

World War I in Photos: Aerial Warfare - The Atlantic

Another clip from Flite Test and yet another quad-copter.My first thought was that I’ve already seen enough of 
these things, then I noticed the name “Curtis Youngblood”. This guy has been mister model helicopter for many, 
many years so I thought he was likely to have something worth watching - and he does. His Stingray is a rethink 
on quad design and it really looks the business.

Flite Test - Stingray 500 - OVERVIEW - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnGhEInTXYc&list=PLS3HDrqJsbiMzCF-Mc_SMPOVoNUNdGfOx&index=1
http://www.theatlantic.com/static/infocus/wwi/wwiair/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXQ411-vYBQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTNR9O4PmNo
https://www.youtube.com/v/5Ol2rem6d3g&autoplay=1&rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRGaIK51LWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4z8QMgTEA4


Occasionally I come across something outside the modelling world that I find very interesting. My other hobby is 
woodwork and sometimes I find the good old wood rasp to be the right tool for the job. The French company 
Auriou have long been renowned for making the world’s best rasps. Their product, which I knew was “hand 
made”, is to expensive to find it’s way into my workshop but I can afford a look at how they are made. It’s worth a 
look.

 Inside Auriou Toolworks - YouTube▶

Kenny sent me this a while ago. It features some highlights of the annual airshow at Ilopango, the airport at San 
Salvador, a city of about 560,000 people and the capital of El Salvador. It would appear that a lot of the citizens 
like a good airshow and the best view is obtained by standing on the runway. Clearly “civil aviation authority” is 
not a common term in Central America. They really challenged Chile for the Nutter award.

Ilopango Airshow 2012 - Super low passes! - YouTube

It’s amazing how cavalier people can be when it comes to spectating in dangerous positions and modellers are no 
different. Big models seem to be common in Germany and this Edge is a big model, which would make a big hole 
in the crowd if one of the knife edge passes went pear shaped - he’s very close to the people. Flying in the 
marginal visibility, in what I found out was fog, surprised me as well.

F3A-X RC Edge 540 V3 13Kg 2,60m Jan Rottmann Demo Flight Faszination Modellbau 2014 *50fpsHD* - 
YouTube

GALLERY:

 Left: 2 girls arrived one Wednesday with a mode 2 big Bixler style model. Not wanting to disappoint BJ launched 
the model and Marf gave a running commentary of instructions. We need not have worried as this lady is a 
natural and the first solo was without incident . Sorry I can't remember your names.
Centre & right: 2 shots of our well attended working bee on May 2. The runway, shipping container, tractor, trees 
and grass all received attention and then we had a flying session.

Right: Trev & Allan Knox give 
the tractor a birthday.

Far right: Richard left, is well 
supervised installing shelves 
in the shipping container.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsWFHzKNuMo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsWFHzKNuMo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-s3TsMO5gmc&sns=em
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvr2nZeAfNc


Left: Alf's HK Me163 flies very well. Centre:Phil Aubrey's chopper fleet Right:Phil Elvy's HK Zlin stripped the 
covering off the stb top wing in flight. It did not affect the handling!

SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE NOW DUE! 
An email went out to all members detailing the amounts and ways you can pay. It is only fair that you renew your 
subs promptly so that the secretary can send on your affiliation fees in one go.This saves banking time ( Murray's 
lunch times) and fees at our present bank.

THE SOARING SCENE

This is the first of what I hope will be a 
regular column on the wide world of soaring 
models (and others) and I can’t think of a 
better way to start than with this spectacular 
photo of Matt Jones Sea Vixen flying at a 
recent PSS meeting on the Great Orme in 
Wales.

What’s The Story?

Why a column on bloody gliders a lot of you will 
be asking? 

Well now that I’ve served my apprenticeship (4 years) as a new R/C pilot I’ve discovered that I 
actually enjoy flying gliders more than power models. It may be because I’m just not a very good pilot 
and gliders are relatively easy to fly, but I find the challenge of finding lift and using it to stay up there 
without power to be quite stimulating. The first model I built after my initial trainer was a small electric 
glider, the Guppy, which was a free plan on the internet, cost about $60 to build, has now done 
hundreds of flights and I still enjoy flying it. When I think about it, the first model I actually flew solo 
(and landed) was Marf’s Radian, but it was seeing Peter Deacon fly a DLG that really sold me - I just 
had to have one of those. I’m happy to say that my Blaster DLG is the best purchase I’ve made since 
I started R/C flying and it was my entry into competition, which of course gave a purpose, an aim if 
you prefer, to all that aimless flying that I seemed to be doing with my power models.

So that’s enough history (we spend far too much time on that), let’s get on with what I hope to do with 
this column. Firstly I’ll be trying to show you readers something of the variety that exists in the gliding 
world, secondly I’ll be trying to  encourage you to try glider flying, including entering some simple 
competitions which might stir your enthusiasm, and thirdly we’ll feature results of any competitions 
that our regular glider pilots enter (plus anything else I can think of).

There’s Variety

We all enjoy seeing the display flying that superior pilots can do, to say nothing of the fantastic 
models they fly. This is one Mario Muller with a demonstration flight that exhibits the grace and power 



available to the owners of large scale models, although not many that I’ve seen can fly like this. This 
is a big impressive model and it requires a big tow plane, so those of you who like Cubs - feast your 
eyes on this one then check the glider flight for some manoeuvres that might stretch your abilities.

 GLIDER AEROBATICS - by Mario Müller - YouTube▶

I know that most of us are never going to own a model like Mario’s big Fox, but lots of us own foamie 
electric gliders and I remember seeing Alex Hewson do some amazing aerobatics with a standard 
Radian at the first aero-tow we held at Ara. Recently I found some video of Alex doing something 
similar so check this one out and be amazed at what can be achieved with a simple rudder/elevator 
$210 glider. I know it's under power on this occasion but the Radian is also a very competent thermal 
soarer and good on the slope as well, so a very versatile model - Roselands have them in stock now.

Radian Aeros on Vimeo

And then there is slope soaring, in this case PSS or Power Scale Soaring. If you get the impression 
that you can fly anything on the slope, it’s true…. you could probably fly the box your model came in 
given enough wind. The attraction here is that you can fly at the altitude you are standing at, and 
endlessly if you want to, so you get a very good close up view of your model. I’m a beginner at this but 
I really enjoy it and we have some great local sites available on those days when it’s a bit windy for 
normal flying.

 Power-Scale-Soaring - YouTube▶

I don’t intend this column to be just a series of YouTube videos but there will probably be a few each 
month as there are so many spectacular examples available to inspire you. This one is not a model 
but it’s undeniably soaring at a very high level. Combine a great pilot with incredible scenery and 
some clever cinematography and this is the result. I reckon this would be the most memorable thing 
the kids on the bus will see for a good long while.
 

 Touch - Jean-Baptiste Chandelier - YouTube▶

Competitions

We have a handful of pilots in the club who have some interest in competitive flying, as do the MAMS 
club. To date we have flown a number of NDC events together, which we’ve all enjoyed, and I’d like to 
think that we are also helping to foster a closer relationship between the two clubs. NDC is good 
because it’s not cut throat, man on man stuff, rather you are flying against the clock to put up a score 
which is posted against others from all over the country. When a few of us get together in this kind of 
scenario we encourage and help each other and I feel this induces a sense of involvement in the way 
other guys are performing that’s not evident in our normal club flying. In the handful of outside events 
I’ve competed in, I have found the same kind of camaraderie, and I’ve been privileged to enjoy the 
company of some of the best soaring pilots in the world - they are without exception, friendly, helpful 
people and fun to be around.

These are the results from Allan Knox for a couple of NDC classes flown on April 15 at the Chaytors 
site we use for winch launching: 

"We had interesting conditions with the wind going around 3 different directions before settling to a 
strong blustery NorWest for Class D. We chased it around with winch direction changes and 
managed to get both events in although Allan Baker and Rex Ashwell were sensible and gave it away 
once the NorWest got up. Peter Deacon and I persevered but there were some short flights and hairy 
landings in the turbulence. Peter did an outstanding job with some great flying in the conditions. For 
Class B earlier in the day we had lovely gentle lift conditions and were joined by natures experts, two 
hawks from the nearby pine plantation, in some outstanding convergence lift. No one damaged a 
model or broke a line and we all went home happy which is what it is about".

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L62faWn-sa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUpuYYALbNM
https://vimeo.com/99687854
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTn4eOR-8Y4


This grim looking group, plus Allan Knox, were actually enjoying themselves - Peter, Rex and Allan Baker.

Last Saturday (April 25th) a small group flew two ALES classes at MAMS Tuamarina site. The 
weather didn’t look promising with increasing NW wind predicted. A few quick DLG flights before 
everyone had arrived showed that there was light lift about but it was a bit bumpy. None of us were 
prepared for the strong lift that eventuated or for the low level turbulence that played havoc with our 
spot landings. I think my little Guppy continued climbing just as fast after the motor cut but it couldn’t 
cope on approach. Peter Graham flew particularly well in the Radian class, which is open to foamie 
gliders up to 2 metres wingspan, so you Phoenix owners should consider joining us next time this 
class is flown. Here’s Allan Knox’s report:

"We had amazing weather here this weekend. We flew Saturday under some powerful cloud cover. 
The lift was outstanding much of the time but also had some serious areas of sink. I found one of 
these on my last ALES 200 flight to be on the ground in under 5 minutes. Pete Deacon didn't though 
and posted 4 great flights. Speaking of Pete, he went on to fly his lovely Graphite electric after the 
event and to experiment with his vario altimeter. The model again climbed out in strong lift and was at 
1200 feet when it disappeared upwards into cloud. A matter of seconds later it was at 1500 feet and 
not long after that it reported 3000 feet before contact was lost. The vertical flow in the cloud core 
must have been huge. Pete set the crow brakes in the hope it would eventually reappear and maybe 
make a safe landing some place. A great shame, the Graphite was a beautiful model that he bought 
brand new 3 years ago. Still, you never know, it may be found and returned".



Results.

ALES200 Event 63
Rex Ashwell, MFNZ Num 10749
Flt 1        10 min2 sec         Landing 0             598
Flt 2        9 min 25 sec        landing 0              565
Flt 3        4 min 14 sec        landing 0              254

Flt 4 7 min 52 sec              Landing 80           592

TOTAL POINTS = 1819

ALES200 Event 63

Peter Deacon, MFNZ Num 10441
Flt 1        9 min 56 sec        Landing 20           616
Flt 2        9 min 51 sec        landing 0              591
Flt 3        9 min 58 sec        landing 20            618
Flt 4        10 min 01 sec     Landing 50           649
TOTAL POINTS = 2474

ALES200 Event 63
Allan Knox, MFNZ Num 7621
Flt 1        10 min 06 sec     Landing 50           644
Flt 2        10 min 03 sec     landing 30            627
Flt 3        10 min 06 sec     landing 50            644
Flt 4        4 min 43 sec        Landing 40           323
TOTAL POINTS = 2236

Event 64  Ales Radian Class P
Peter Graham MFNZ Num Unknown
Flt 1        6 min 51 sec        Landing 50           461
Flt 2        6 min 35 sec        landing 50            445
Flt 3        5 min 30 sec        landing 50            380
TOTAL POINTS =   1286

                                                                                                  Peter Deacon with the lost Graphite

Finally     

Here’s a web site for all our current glider enthusiasts and any one else who is interested - RC 
Soaring Digest has been going for over 30 years and each monthly edition has a wealth of interesting 
articles submitted from all over the world, including New Zealand. Just pick a month - I bet you’ll find 
something good. The latest issue has a few more photos of that Sea Vixen. Find it via the links 
below: 

RC Soaring Digest magazine This is the magazine’s home page  where you can down load the latest 
issue or you can read it by accessing their archive via  RC Soaring Archive

So there it is, a new column, whether it continues is largely dependant on how well it’s received. Feel 
free to condemn or congratulate me, or better still, send me some content - I’m going to need it. 
Contact me at the flying field or  mailto:rex.ashwell@xtra.co.nz   Rex.

mailto:rex.ashwell@xtra.co.nz
http://www.rcsoaringdigest.com/pdfs/
http://www.rcsoaringdigest.com/


                                                                          WHITE OVERALLS

Makes you wonder, here's a couple of shots of your editor in white overalls Taken 20 years apart (1957-1977). 
The left pic show your editor pulling a power trolley clear from the first RAF Comet at Harewood (ChCh 
International). The right pic  shows an older Marf marshalling a Bristol Freighter at Rukahia on its last sortie 
before retirement. Both worthy of the VIP white overall treatment I thought.

Happy landings, Marf.



 











 

Happylandings, Marf.




